What Is StoryADay May?
An extreme creativity challenge for writers, held online each May since 2010.
Q. How Do I Participate?
A. Write—and finish—a story every day in May.
Optional Extras:
•
Sign up to be part of the online community at http://StoryADay.org/signup
•
Use the daily writing prompts at the site to help keep the stories coming.
•
Check out the ‘rules’ and resources at the site http://StoryADay.org/faq

Q. What If I’m Busy In May?
A. Set your own rules. (Maybe “every day” doesn’t mean every day for you…)
Wouldn’t you love to have a stack of stories ready to revise and submit to publications?
Join us this May and kickstart your creativity!

What People Are Saying About StoryADay
"StoryADay is even better than NaNoWriMo
at making me turn off that pesky editor.”
-Marian Allen, author and publisher.
“I was perpetually full of dread about
writer's block…StoryADay taught me that I
could [finish stories] and that I could do
so consistently if I only tried hard
enough. It was so...liberating!”
-Alexis A. Hunter, more than 50 published short
stories.
" I needed fuel for story ideas and some form
of prod to keep me focussed. StoryADay

provided me with a lot of good ideas for
generating flash fiction… terrific for
churning up the creative juices, especially
when I have been stuck."
-Cecilia Clark, stories in 30+ anthologies.
"[I was] in a real creative slump.... I thought
I could manage to write short pieces for a
month, and it would be a change. Give me a
chance to get some creative energy flowing,
which it did. I had great fun with it, and now
write quite a lot of flash fiction."
-Sara Cain, The Eighth Circle (Jan 2016, Crooked
Lane Books), & Mainline Writer member.
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